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MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

CERTIFICATE  

Certificate no.:
10000498394-MSC-UKAS-DEU

Initial certification date:
11 December 2018
(by different Certification body)

Valid:
11 December 2021 – 10 December 2024

This is to certify that the management system of

Kuehne + Nagel Nakliyat Ltd. Sti
Istanbul Office - Ziya Gökalp Mahallesi, Süleyman Demirel Bulvari, Mall of Istanbul, The office
no. 7/E, Kat: 6 - 34490 Istanbul (Basaksehir) - Turkey

and the sites as mentioned in the appendix accompanying this certificate

has been found to conform to the Information Security Management System standard:

ISO/IEC 27001:2013

This certificate is valid for the following scope:

Customs and foreign trade transactions and the information assets of the logistics,
storage, accounting, finance and information processing activities related to these
transactions, the security measures used to protect these assets and the locations where
these activities are carried out.
Assessed in accordance with the statement of applicability, dated 25.10.2021 revision 03.
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Appendix to Certificate

Kuehne + Nagel Nakliyat Ltd. Sti

Locations included in the certification are as follows:
 

Site Name Site Address Site Scope

Kuehne + Nagel Nakliyat Ltd. Sti Istanbul Office - Ziya Gökalp Mahallesi,

Süleyman Demirel Bulvari, Mall of Istanbul,

The office no. 7/E, Kat: 6 - 34490 Istanbul

(Basaksehir) - Turkey

Customs and foreign trade transactions

and the information assets of the logistics,

storage, accounting, finance and

information processing activities related to

these transactions, the security measures

used to protect these assets and the

locations where these activities are carried

out.

Assessed in accordance with the

statement of applicability, dated

25.10.2021 revision 03.

Kuehne + Nagel Nakliyat Ltd. Sti Gebze Location - GOSB Tembelova Alani

3200 Sok. No: 3204 - 41480 Gebze

(Kocaeli) - Turkey

Customs and foreign trade transactions

and the information assets of the logistics,

storage, accounting, finance and

information processing activities related to

these transactions, the security measures

used to protect these assets and the

locations where these activities are carried

out.

Assessed in accordance with the

statement of applicability, dated

25.10.2021 revision 03.

Kuehne + Nagel Nakliyat Ltd. Sti Gebze 2 Location - Inönü Mah. Güzeller

OSB Mimar Sinan Cad. No:2 - 41400

Gebze (Kocaeli) - Turkey

Customs and foreign trade transactions

and the information assets of the logistics,

storage, accounting, finance and

information processing activities related to

these transactions, the security measures

used to protect these assets and the

locations where these activities are carried

out.

Assessed in accordance with the

statement of applicability, dated

25.10.2021 revision 03.

Kuehne + Nagel Nakliyat Ltd. Sti Ankara Office - Via Green Plaza Mustafa

Kemal Mah. 2079. Sokak No:2 A Blok

D:48 - 06520 Ankara (Cankaya) - Turkey

Customs and foreign trade transactions

and the information assets of the logistics,

storage, accounting, finance and

information processing activities related to

these transactions, the security measures

used to protect these assets and the

locations where these activities are carried

out.

Assessed in accordance with the

statement of applicability, dated

25.10.2021 revision 03.
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Kuehne + Nagel Nakliyat Ltd. Sti Izmir Office - Akdeniz Mah. 1353 Sok. No

2/4 Armesa Is Merkezi - 35210 Izmir

(Konak) - Turkey

Customs and foreign trade transactions

and the information assets of the logistics,

storage, accounting, finance and

information processing activities related to

these transactions, the security measures

used to protect these assets and the

locations where these activities are carried

out.

Assessed in accordance with the

statement of applicability, dated

25.10.2021 revision 03.

Kuehne + Nagel Nakliyat Ltd. Sti Bursa Office - Esentepe Mahallesi Fatih

Sultan Mehmet Bulvari FSM Plaza No:68

Kat:3 D:6 - 16130 Bursa (Isaniye, Nilüfer) -

Turkey

Customs and foreign trade transactions

and the information assets of the logistics,

storage, accounting, finance and

information processing activities related to

these transactions, the security measures

used to protect these assets and the

locations where these activities are carried

out.

Assessed in accordance with the

statement of applicability, dated

25.10.2021 revision 03.

Kuehne + Nagel Nakliyat Ltd. Sti Mersin Office - Yeni Mahalle Ismet Inönü

Bulvari No:70 A/9 Klas Plaza A Blok Kat:5

D:9 - 33050 Mersin (Akdeniz) - Turkey

Customs and foreign trade transactions

and the information assets of the logistics,

storage, accounting, finance and

information processing activities related to

these transactions, the security measures

used to protect these assets and the

locations where these activities are carried

out.

Assessed in accordance with the

statement of applicability, dated

25.10.2021 revision 03.

Kuehne + Nagel Nakliyat Ltd. Sti Antalya Office - Fener Mah. Bülent Ecevit

Bulvari Grand Duke Is Merkezi No:75 D:4 -

07030 Antalya (Muratpasa) - Turkey

Customs and foreign trade transactions

and the information assets of the logistics,

storage, accounting, finance and

information processing activities related to

these transactions, the security measures

used to protect these assets and the

locations where these activities are carried

out.

Assessed in accordance with the

statement of applicability, dated

25.10.2021 revision 03.
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